A Day in the Life of the Law School

The temperature at the Law school reached 42 degrees on Thursday, February 7, 2002, a far cry from the blustery cold that so many graduates will remember from their own Law School winters. Aside from the weather, though, February 7 was a typical day at the Law School, energized by the scholarship and activities of students, faculty, and staff. For this photographic chronicle of that day, the Record tightens its usually wide perspective on the Law School's achievements and events in part to see just how much happens at the Law School in one day.
Work-in-Progress luncheon, Locke Bowman, director of the MacArthur Justice Center, speaking.
Ben Guthrie Stewart, '03, blocks access to the Law School Musical's private rehearsal.

...when the pizza and questions are gone at 9:17 p.m., the students head home. It's colder outside now, but tomorrow will again dawn unseasonably mild. The Law School is empty, except for Claude Surpris, tonight's visitor control attendant, and those students who have chosen to remain until the library closes at 2 a.m.
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